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Get up to speed on Microsoft Project 2013 and learn how to manage projects
large and small. This crystal-clear book not only guides you step-by-step through
Project 2013’s new features, it also gives you real-world guidance: how to prep a
project before touching your PC, and which Project tools will keep you on target.
With this Missing Manual, you’ll go from project manager to Project master. The
important stuff you need to know Learn Project 2013 inside out. Get hands-on
instructions for the Standard and Professional editions. Start with a project
management primer. Discover what it takes to handle a project successfully.
Build and refine your plan. Put together your team, schedule, and budget.
Achieve the results you want. Build realistic schedules with Project, and learn
how to keep costs under control. Track your progress. Measure your
performance, make course corrections, and manage changes. Create attractive
reports. Communicate clearly to stakeholders and team members using charts,
tables, and dashboards. Use Project’s power tools. Customize Project’s
features and views, and transfer info via the cloud, using Microsoft SkyDrive.
Use Kanban to maximize efficiency, predictability, quality, and value With
Kanban, every minute you spend on a software project can add value for
customers. One book can help you achieve this goal: Agile Project Management
with Kanban. Author Eric Brechner pioneered Kanban within the Xbox
engineering team at Microsoft. Now he shows you exactly how to make it work
for your team. Think of this book as “Kanban in a box”: open it, read the
quickstart guide, and you’re up and running fast. As you gain experience,
Brechner reveals powerful techniques for right-sizing teams, estimating, meeting
deadlines, deploying components and services, adapting or evolving from Scrum
or traditional Waterfall, and more. For every step of your journey, you’ll find
pragmatic advice, useful checklists, and actionable lessons. This truly is “Kanban
in a box”: all you need to deliver breakthrough value and quality. Use Kanban
techniques to: Start delivering continuous value with your current team and
project Master five quick steps for completing work backlogs Plan and staff new
projects more effectively Minimize work in progress and quickly adjust to change
Eliminate artificial meetings and prolonged stabilization Improve and enhance
customer engagement Visualize workflow and fix revealed bottlenecks Drive
quality upstream Integrate Kanban into large projects Optimize sustained
engineering (contributed by James Waletzky) Expand Kanban beyond software
development
Learning Microsoft Project 2019 takes you through using MS Project in every
stage of project management, including initiation, planning, execution, control,
and closure. With the help of detailed hands-on explanations and examples,
you’ll learn how Work Breakdown Structure can help you achieve a higher
success rate.
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Using Microsoft Project Server 2013 and Project Online to manage enterprise
projects
Managing Enterprise Projects using Microsoft Project Server 2010 remains the
only book specifically written for project managers who use Project Server to
manage their enterprise projects. This is the essential guide for project
managers, written by project managers, and exclusively covers topics that
concern project managers without delving into topics for administrators. Get the
knowledge you need, in the order you need it to effectively manage projects
using Microsofts Enterprise Project Management tools. Master the intricacies and
demystify the new behaviors in Microsoft Project Server 2010.
Learn Azure in a Month of Lunches, Second Edition, is a tutorial on writing,
deploying, and running applications in Azure. In it, you’ll work through 21 short
lessons that give you real-world experience. Each lesson includes a hands-on lab
so you can try out and lock in your new skills. Summary You can be incredibly
productive with Azure without mastering every feature, function, and service.
Learn Azure in a Month of Lunches, Second Edition gets you up and running
quickly, teaching you the most important concepts and tasks in 21 practical bitesized lessons. As you explore the examples, exercises, and labs, you'll pick up
valuable skills immediately and take your first steps to Azure mastery! This fully
revised new edition covers core changes to the Azure UI, new Azure features,
Azure containers, and the upgraded Azure Kubernetes Service. Purchase of the
print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning
Publications. About the technology Microsoft Azure is vast and powerful, offering
virtual servers, application templates, and prebuilt services for everything from
data storage to AI. To navigate it all, you need a trustworthy guide. In this book,
Microsoft engineer and Azure trainer Iain Foulds focuses on core skills for
creating cloud-based applications. About the book Learn Azure in a Month of
Lunches, Second Edition, is a tutorial on writing, deploying, and running
applications in Azure. In it, you’ll work through 21 short lessons that give you realworld experience. Each lesson includes a hands-on lab so you can try out and
lock in your new skills. What's inside Understanding Azure beyond point-and-click
Securing applications and data Automating your environment Azure services for
machine learning, containers, and more About the reader This book is for readers
who can write and deploy simple web or client/server applications. About the
author Iain Foulds is an engineer and senior content developer with Microsoft.
Table of Contents PART 1 - AZURE CORE SERVICES 1 Before you begin 2
Creating a virtual machine 3 Azure Web Apps 4 Introduction to Azure Storage 5
Azure Networking basics PART 2 - HIGH AVAILABILITY AND SCALE 6 Azure
Resource Manager 7 High availability and redundancy 8 Load-balancing
applications 9 Applications that scale 10 Global databases with Cosmos DB 11
Managing network traffic and routing 12 Monitoring and troubleshooting PART 3 SECURE BY DEFAULT 13 Backup, recovery, and replication 14 Data encryption
15 Securing information with Azure Key Vault 16 Azure Security Center and
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updates PART 4 - THE COOL STUFF 17 Machine learning and artificial
intelligence 18 Azure Automation 19 Azure containers 20 Azure and the Internet
of Things 21 Serverless computing
This training and reference guide provides a comprehensive coverage of Project
Management theory that is applied to the use of Microsoft Project 2016, from the
project manager's perspective. Our debut of Project Management Using
Microsoft Project 2013 was well received by the project management community
in over 25 countries. It has been so successful that we decided to convert that
work to our new version for Project Management Using Microsoft Project 2016.
We have improved the hands-on exercises with new features, we have recaptured the screen images in larger, improved quality and higher resolution. We
have also added the new features in Microsoft Project 2016, especially the new
Resource Engagement feature.This text has been created to serve as a
comprehensive reference and training guide that presents the main principles of
project management theory which is then applied to the best practices of using
Microsoft Project 2016.When used cover-to-cover, this text serves as a
comprehensive guide to running a project from definition and initiation thru
execution and closeout, accompanied with hands-on guidance that shows how to
effectively apply project management principles to the use of Microsoft Project.
The hands-on exercises are delivered in appropriate detail that provide detailed,
step-by-step illustrations, supported by actual Microsoft Project files that can be
download from our training web page. This is the same training material that we
use to deliver all our Microsoft Project 2016 training for our clients.Each chapter
begins with a list of learning objectives and finishes with 25-50 questions that
reinforce the learning that occurs throughout each chapter. For academic
audiences, we provide the answer key for all questions and supporting
PowerPoint slides for instructors.This training material and reference is also an
excellent preparation guide for passing the Microsoft certification Exam 74-343:
"Managing Projects with Microsoft Project 2016" [See: Microsoft Exam 74-343:
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/exam-74-343.aspx]This guide has
been created to serve as the most comprehensive reference and training guide
available, assembling content and best practices honed over our many years of
Microsoft Project and general project management training. Many training guides
on technology are primarily manuals on features and functions of the software.
The goal of this book is to show why those features and functions are important
from a project management standpoint (based on PMI's Project Management
Body of Knowledge, PMBOK), and then demonstrate how to effectively leverage
that value in the use of Microsoft Project 2016. The information in this book was
selected based on Project Assistants' 21+ years of project management
consulting, Microsoft Project training, and managing real projects with Microsoft
Project with real clients in real project scenarios.This book is one-of-a-kind that
covers Microsoft Project from the desktop all the way thru the enterprise
capabilities, including specific training for:* Microsoft Project 2016 Standard *
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Microsoft Project 2016 Professional* Microsoft Project Server 2016* Microsoft
Project Web Application (PWA)* Microsoft Project Online for Office 365
Anyone contemplating or actively engaged in implementing and managing
Microsoft Project Server should have this book. It takes you through a structured
approach to implementation and conveys best practices for using the software.
The author provides you with the manual that the software doesn't have as well
as the insight necessary to achieve success without the missteps many people
make during implementation.
Enterprise Project ManagementUsing Microsoft Office Project Server 2007 : Best
Practices for Implementing an EPM SolutionJ. Ross Publishing
How do you start? How should you build a plan for cloud migration for your entire
portfolio? How will your organization be affected by these changes? This book,
based on real-world cloud experiences by enterprise IT teams, seeks to provide
the answers to these questions. Here, you’ll see what makes the cloud so
compelling to enterprises; with which applications you should start your cloud
journey; how your organization will change, and how skill sets will evolve; how to
measure progress; how to think about security, compliance, and business buy-in;
and how to exploit the ever-growing feature set that the cloud offers to gain
strategic and competitive advantage.
Through the use of best practices, helpful screen shots, hands-on exercises, and
review questions, this book instructs you on how to build dynamic schedules with
Microsoft Project 2010 that will allow you to explore 'what if?' scenarios and
decrease the time you spend making static schedule changes.
Keep projects on track Microsoft Project 2019 is a powerhouse project
management, portfolio management, and resource management tool. Whether
you’re a full-time project manager or manage projects as part of a larger set of
duties, Microsoft Project 2019 For Dummies will get you thinking and operating at
the level of a project management guru. Written by a noted project management
pro, this book covers the ins and outs of Microsoft Project. Throughout the book,
you’ll find project management best practices and tips for keeping any project on
schedule and under budget. Reference the full set of Microsoft Project 2019
features Learn to think like a project management professional Get into the nuts
and bolts of Project for better productivity Create a task schedule that keeps a
project moving Identify the golden rules that keep projects on track With Microsoft
Project 2019 For Dummies, you’ll soon get a grip on all the powerful features of
this popular project management software. No matter your level of training or
experience, this book will show you how improve your project management with
Microsoft Project 2019.
Kubernetes radically changes the way applications are built and deployed in the
cloud. Since its introduction in 2014, this container orchestrator has become one
of the largest and most popular open source projects in the world. The updated
edition of this practical book shows developers and ops personnel how
Kubernetes and container technology can help you achieve new levels of
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velocity, agility, reliability, and efficiency. Kelsey Hightower, Brendan Burns, and
Joe Beda—who’ve worked on Kubernetes at Google and beyond—explain how
this system fits into the lifecycle of a distributed application. You’ll learn how to
use tools and APIs to automate scalable distributed systems, whether it’s for
online services, machine learning applications, or a cluster of Raspberry Pi
computers. Create a simple cluster to learn how Kubernetes works Dive into the
details of deploying an application using Kubernetes Learn specialized objects in
Kubernetes, such as DaemonSets, jobs, ConfigMaps, and secrets Explore
deployments that tie together the lifecycle of a complete application Get practical
examples of how to develop and deploy real-world applications in Kubernetes
The quick way to learn Microsoft Project 2016! This is learning made easy. Get
more done quickly with Project 2016. Jump in wherever you need answers-brisk
lessons and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step.
Quickly start a new plan, build task lists, and assign resources Share your plan
and track your progress Capture and fine-tune work and cost details Use Gantt
charts and other views and reports to visualize project schedules Share
resources across multiple plans and consolidate projects Master project
management best practices while you learn Project Look up just the tasks and
lessons you need
Thank you for choosing Managing Enterprise Projects Using Microsoft Office
Project Server 2007, an unprecedented learning guide and reference for project
managers who use the Microsoft EPM platform. Our goal in writing this
training/reference manual is to help you build on your knowledge of the standalone tool by mastering the enterprise project management environment. Follow
our best practices to success and heed our warnings to avoid the pitfalls.We take
a systematic approach to the topical ordering in this book, beginning with a
Project Server 2007 overview in Modules 01 and 02. Module 03 teaches you how
to use two new features in Project Server 2007, Proposals and Activity Plans. In
Modules 04-07, you learn to use Project Professional 2007 to define, plan,
baseline, and publish an enterprise project. Modules 08-10, take you through the
project updating process from team member progress reporting in Project Web
Access and in Outlook, through your acceptance of the updates into the
enterprise project plan. Module 11 wraps up with analyzing project variance. In
Modules 12-15, you learn how to set up personal options, how to use the
features in the Project Workspace, and how to create Status Reports. Modules
16-18 cover viewing enterprise project information and teach you how to use
Data Analysis.Throughout each module, you get a generous amount of Notes,
Warnings, and Best Practices. Notes call your attention to important additional
information about a subject. Warnings help you avoid the most common
problems experienced by others and Best Practices provide tips for using the tool
based on our field experience.
Solve your content management problems efficiently with Microsoft SharePoint
Meet the challenges of Enterprise Content Management (ECM) head on, using
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rich ECM features in SharePoint 2013. Led by two ECM experts, you’ll learn how
to build a solid information architecture (IA) for managing documents, knowledge,
web content, digital assets, records, and user-generated content throughout your
organization. With examples and case studies based on the authors’ real-world
experience, this practical book is ideal for CIOs, marketing executives, project
managers, and enterprise architects. Discover how to: Design a scalable, easy-touse content management repository Build an ECM team with specific project
governance roles Gain stakeholder support for project and change management
Foster user adoption by clarifying general IA concepts Organize content using
SharePoint records management tools Configure content types, managed
metadata, and site settings Examine processes for managing paper-driven vs.
digital content Apply best practices for deploying SharePoint ECM features
Support risk management and compliance regulations
Discover the endless capabilities and end-to-end project management functionalities of
Dynamics 365 Project Operations to drive your firm's project success and ensure rapid
business growth in the competitive digital economic world Key Features Deliver successful
projects via improved collaboration, visibility, and teamwork using Microsoft Project Operations
solutions Gain real-time data insights to modernize business strategies to increase market
share Build the right project operations models to meet business needs with an optimized
budget Book Description Dynamics 365 Project Operations is a game-changing solution set for
project-driven businesses that allows you to deliver commercially successful projects in a
timely and cost-effective manner, keeping the project teams productive and collaborative. With
this book, you'll find out how you can bring more value to the business by winning new projects
and driving exponential revenue growth. Starting with the key principles of Project Operations,
you'll understand how it improves project planning and execution. You'll then learn how to
successfully deploy Project Operations along with different integration strategies and get to
grips with the best approach for sales through project opportunities, project contracts, and
pricing workflow implementation. This book will guide you through setting up direct staffing and
centralized staffing models and enable you to manage project changes confidently by getting
hands-on with project timeline management, pricing management, resource assignments, and
modifications. In the final chapters, you'll find out how to use Project Operations effectively for
project accounting and finance. By the end of this book, you'll have gained the confidence to
deliver profitable projects in a well-connected organization through efficient decision-making
and successful customer-client relationships. What you will learn Configure key elements of
Project Operations to drive improved collaboration with your customers Discover how Project
Operations is interconnected with Microsoft 365 and Dynamics 365 Platform Understand the
Project Opportunity-to-Quote-to-Contract workflow and its implications for selling Find out how
to set up and utilize direct staffing and centralized staffing models Explore Project Timeline
Management using Task, Board, and Timeline views Find out how information flows to finance
and operations in Project Operations Who this book is for This book is for project managers,
project leads, business consultants, and business leaders who want to gain a competitive edge
by delivering successful projects in a shorter time span with the help of effective operations
and workflows across different teams within projects. Knowledge of Microsoft 365 and a sound
understanding of business acumen and sales through the delivery process is necessary to get
the most out of this book.
A guide to Microsoft Project that focuses on developing a successful project management
strategy across the organization to drive better decisions Making Effective Business Decisions
Using Microsoft Project goes far beyond the basics of managing projects with Microsoft Project
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and how to set up and use the software. This unique guide is an indispensable resource for
anyone who operates within a Project Management Operation (PMO) or is affected by the
adoption of project management within an organization. Its focus is to provide practical and
transitional information for those who are charged with making decisions and supporting
corporate and strategic objectives, and who face cost and resource constraints. Because more
and more companies are aligning project management with their business strategies, the book
not only provides guidance on using Microsoft Project and teaching project management skills,
but also includes important information on measuring results and communicating with the
executive branch. It also provides valuable guidance in using SharePoint Server for social
networking and working within a team. Clearly written and presented, the book: Covers work
management using Microsoft Project at multiple levels within an organization Focuses on using
Microsoft Project 2010 to integrate and support overall organizational strategies Includes
hundreds of graphics, screen shots, and annotations that make it the most accessible and
usable guide available on the subject Making Effective Business Decisions Using Microsoft
Project is a valuable reference for project managers at all levels, and it sets a new standard for
training manuals used by businesses that teach courses on project management using
Microsoft Project.
TRAINING FORMAT This training book is designed to work in either as a self-study or within
an instructor-led classroom environment. Detailed course syllabus can be found at our website:
https://www.pmologistics.com/managing-microsoft-project-online DESCRIPTION The goal of
this training book is to provide students with the knowledge and skills necessary to effectively
plan, deploy and administer Microsoft Project Online. TARGET AUDIENCE This training book
is intended for Administrators, Systems Engineers, PMO Managers, Project Managers,
Consultants and other people responsible for the deployment and management of a Microsoft
Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) Solution using Project Online. AT COMPLETION
After completing this training book, students will be able to: * Deploy Project Online. * Work
with Office 365 Admin Center. * Configure and manage security. * Install and configure Project
clients. * Configure and manage time and task management settings. * Create enterprise
custom fields and lookup tables. * Configure and manage time and task management settings.
* Customize project sites. * Import projects and resources. * Create and configure Project
Online workflows. * Share Project Online with external users. * Work with troubleshooting tools.
* How to create a custom Project Online Power BI Center. PREREQUISITES Students should
have a working knowledge of the following: * Internet web browser. * Microsoft Project
Professional. * Basic project management concepts. COURSE OUTLINE Module 1: Deploying
Microsoft Project Online Lesson 1: Installing Microsoft Project Online Lesson 2: Working with
Office 365 Admin Center Module 2: Managing Security Lesson 1: Overview of Project Online
Security Lesson 2: SharePoint Security Permissions Lesson 3: Project Online Security
Permissions Lesson 4: Creating Project Online Security Entities Module 3: Working with
Microsoft Project Clients Lesson 1: Overview of Project Clients Lesson 2: Configuring Project
Clients Lesson 3: Using Project Web App Module 4: Configuring Project Online Lesson 1:
Configuring Time and Task Management Settings Lesson 2: Configuring Operational Policies
Lesson 3: Importing Resources and Project Plans Module 5: Configuring Enterprise Data
Settings Lesson 1: Configuring Enterprise Custom Fields Lesson 2: Configuring Enterprise
Objects Module 6: Customizing Project Sites Lesson 1: Working with Project Online Workflows
Lesson 2: Sharing Project Online with External Users Lesson 3: Managing Queue Jobs and
Enterprise Objects Lesson 4: Troubleshooting Tools Module 7: Project Online Administration
Lesson 1: Working with Project Online Workflows Lesson 2: Sharing Project Online with
External Users Lesson 3: Managing Queue Jobs and Enterprise Objects Lesson 4:
Troubleshooting Tools BONUS HANDS-ON LAB How to Create a Custom Project Online
Power BI Center Creating a Modern UI SharePoint Site Collection Signing Up for a Power BI
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Account Using the Power BI Project Online Content Pack Upgrading Free Power BI account to
Power BI Pro Adding Power BI Reports to a SharePoint Page Modifying the Power BI Center
Home Page Sharing the Power BI Center Site Sharing the Power BI Dashboard and Testing
TRAINING FILES Course files can be downloaded at: https://tinyurl.com/PRS16-MPO
Project Management Using Microsoft Project is an all-in-one training guide, textbook, and
reference that covers each product of the Microsoft Project 2019 suite.Many training guides on
technology are primarily manuals on features and functions of the software. The goal of this
book is to show why those features and functions are important from a project management
standpoint (based on PMI's Project Management Body of Knowledge), and then demonstrate
how to effectively leverage that value through the use of Microsoft Project 2019.This is the third
edition of a text that has been well-received by the project management community across 25
different countries since the release of Project 2013. The information in this book was selected
based on Project Assistants' 25 years of project management consulting, Microsoft Project
training, and managing real-world projects with Microsoft Project.This text is carefully designed
to serve as a training guide, textbook, and/or reference guide. Included with the book are
hands-on exercises with step-by-step illustrations built from actual Microsoft Project files that
can be downloaded from our training webpage. There is a robust index as well as intuitively
organized and clearly delineated sections, chapters, and sub-sections for easy reference. Each
chapter has a learning-oriented structure with objectives at the beginning and 25-50 questions
at the end that reinforce those points of emphasis. We also provide all answer keys and
supporting PowerPoint slides for academic instructors upon request.
Microsoft Project Server 2010 for Enterprise Project Management was written for project
managers / project planners who are responsible for developing and maintaining projects and
programs using either Microsoft Project Professional 2010 connected to Project Server 2010 or
Project Web App (PWA). The book explains the Project Server administrative options that
control the actions that project manager can and cannot take when using Project Server 2010.
It also covers Project Server's Project and Portfolio Management (PPM) and Business
Intelligence (BI) capabilities.
Learn best practices and proven methods from project management professionals—and apply
these skills as you work with Microsoft Project. In this practical guide, project management
expert Bonnie Biafore shows you how to manage projects efficiently and effectively, sharing
the real-world experiences of project managers in several industries. You'll learn how to put the
best practices and hard-won lessons of experts to work on your critical projects. Sharpen the
skills you need to manage projects expertly—from start to finish Communicate effectively with
project stakeholders, management, and team members Apply methods to break down the
project into small, manageable pieces Define work assignments, choose resources, and build
project schedules Accurately estimate project costs and work with a budget Identify project
changes and manage risks Track progress and balance priorities without sacrificing quality
Document project history and lessons learned to help improve future projects Project files
available on the companion website.
This is the eBook of the printed book and may not include any media, website access codes,
or print supplements that may come packaged with the bound book. This two-workshop book
provides an overview of key project management topics and skills, using Microsoft Project
2013 to give students hands-on learning. Real world problem solving for business and beyond
The Your Office series prepares students to use both technical and soft skills in the real world.
Hands-on technical content is woven into realistic business scenarios and focuses on using
Microsoft Office® as a decision-making tool. The series features a unique running business
scenario that connects all of the cases together and exposes students to using Office to solve
problems relating to business areas like finance and accounting, production and operations,
sales and marketing. Each chapter introduces a realistic business case for students to
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complete via hands-on steps that are easily identified in blue shaded boxes. Each blue box
teaches a skill and comes complete with video and interactive support. Chapters are grouped
into Business Units, which collectively illustrate a specific set of business concepts to achieve
AACSB-related outcomes. Each Business Unit ends with a Capstone section, testing students'
ability to apply concepts and skills beyond a single chapter. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; MyITLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with MyITLab, ask your instructor for the correct package
ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information.
Microsoft Project is brimming with features to help you manage any project, large or small. But
learning the software is only half the battle. What you really need is real-world guidance: how
to prep your project before touching your PC, which Project tools work best, and which ones to
use with care. This book explains it all, helping you go from project manager to project master.
Get a project management primer. Discover what it takes to handle a project successfully
Learn the program inside out. Get step-by-step instructions for Project Standard and Project
Professional Build and refine your plan. Put together your team, schedule, and budget Achieve
the results you want. Build realistic schedules, and learn how to keep costs under control Track
your progress. Measure your performance, make course corrections, and manage changes
Use Project's power tools. Customize Project's features and views, and transfer info directly
between Project and other programs

This training and reference guide will provide an overview of Microsoft Project 2013,
from a project manager's perspective. It is also an excellent preparation guide for
Microsoft Exam 74-343: Managing Projects with Microsoft Project 2013. Project
Assistants has been providing Project Management Theory and Microsoft Project
training material for our training courses since the release of Microsoft Project version 3
(1993). Prior to the release of Microsoft Project 2013, we were surprised to find that
there were no hands-on training manuals available for Microsoft Project 2010 that also
covered the enterprise features used in Microsoft Project Professional and Project Web
Application. This guide has been created to serve as that comprehensive reference and
training guide, assembling content and best practices honed over many years of
Microsoft Project and general project management training. Many training guides on
technology are primarily manuals on features and functions of the software. The goal of
this book is to show why those features and functions are important from a project
management standpoint (based on PMI's Project Management Body of Knowledge,
PMBOK), and then demonstrate how to effectively leverage that value. When used
cover-to-cover, this text serves as a comprehensive guide to running a project from
initiation to closeout with guides along the way for how to use Microsoft Project. The
information in this book was selected based on our 20+ years of project management
and Microsoft Project consulting experience, and covers Microsoft Project 2013
Standard, Microsoft Project 2013 Professional, Microsoft Project Server 2013, Microsoft
Project Web Application 2013 (PWA) and Microsoft Project Online 2013 for Office 365.
Schedule and cost management are the most essential parts of project lifecycle
management and many projects fail as a result of not managing these critical
components effectively. The most commonly used tool for project schedule
management is Microsoft Office Project, which is designed to assist project managers
in developing schedules, assigning resources to tasks, tracking progress, managing
budgets and analyzing workloads. The most common technique used for cost
management is earned value management (EVM), a project management technique
used for measuring project progress in an objective manner that combines
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measurements of project scope, schedule and cost performance within a single
integrated methodology. EVM is becoming the standard across the world for this
purpose in both the private and public sector and many organizations are now adopting
this technique to manage their projects. In the public sector, EVM is mandated for all
government projects in the United States and many other countries are following suit.
Earned Value Management Using Microsoft® Office Project is the first reference to
effectively combine the most widely used scheduling tool with the most widely accepted
cost management technique. It is a practical guide to end-to-end scheduling and cost
management using Microsoft Office Project that includes a CD-ROM of a limited
version of a unique EVM software tool that will help practitioners more effectively
manage their projects, track and report the status and progress of projects, and take
necessary action before their projects fail beyond repair. This text is an excellent
complement to whatever Microsoft Office Project guide that you may be using and a
significant addition to the literature on how to use EVM.
A guide to the project management tool covers such topics as creating tasks and
assign constraints, estimating project costs, resolving scheduling problems, creating
project reports, and consolidating projects.
For over 20 years, Microsoft has made professional project management tools available
to the masses through the Microsoft Project desktop application and the Project
Portfolio Management (PPM) tools Project Online and Project Server. Continuing the
tradition started by msProjectExperts many years ago, the latest version of this "blue
book" lays out everything a project manager needs to know to effectively use Microsoft
Project with either Project Online or Microsoft Project Server 2019.Beginning with an
overview of Microsoft's project management tools, Managing Enterprise Projects: Using
Project Online and Microsoft Project Server 2019 follows the normal project
management life cycle of Defining, Planning, Executing, and Controlling to show you
how to effectively use these tools at each step of the cycle. It contains a generous
number of Best Practice notes to provide you with our recommendations for best uses
of the tools based on our years of field experience. Armed with this book, you will
become more effective at using Microsoft Project and the Microsoft PPM tools.
This book focuses on project management best practices with Microsoft Project. It
enables project managers to build solid schedules that will reflect the true scope of the
project and continuously forecast status through completion.This book is closely aligned
with industry standards from the Project Management Institute® (PMI).The overall goal
is to teach project managers a practical approach to 'how' they should be using the
tools in the context of industry best practices. As such, the book emphasizes the
features of Microsoft Project and Project Web App that help facilitate Proactive Project
and Portfolio Management (PPM). This book includes:?Industry Standards and
Proactive PPM ?Introduction to Microsoft Project and Project Web App?Submitting a
Project Proposal ?Developing the Baseline Schedule ?Collaborating and Tracking
Progress ?Processing Updates and Taking Corrective Action?Preparing Status
Reports?Closing out the Project
This book is primarily a Microsoft Project book and designed to teach project
management professionals, who understand the PRINCE2TM methodology, to use
Microsoft(r) Project to plan and control PRINCE2 TM projects. It identifies which
PRINCE2 TM processes may be handled with Microsoft Project(r) 2010 and how the
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software may be effectively used to assist in managing a project. Paul Harris' manual
unlocks the power and versatility of Microsoft(r) Project with a logical presentation of
the tool in the context of a PRINCE2 project scenario.
Microsoft Project 2010 offers flexibility and choice for individuals, teams, and the
enterprise to effectively manage all types of work - from simple tasks to complex
projects and programs.
This is the first book to provide instruction on how to implement an EPM solution in an
organization based on the Project Management Institute's standardized processes and
how to configure the supporting tools from Microsoft products and solutions.
Learn Microsoft Project 2019 from the perspective of the project manager. This guide is
an all-in-one training resource and reference that covers all versions found in the
Microsoft Project 2019 suite. It is not a “how-to” manual covering the features and
functions of the software, but is designed to explain and demonstrate why those
features and functions are important to you as a project manager, allowing you to
maximize the value of Microsoft Project 2019. Each aspect of project-manager-specific
coverage was selectively compiled by author and Microsoft Project expert Cicala over
more than two decades of consulting, project management training, and managing realworld projects using Microsoft Project. Readers will appreciate the robust index and
intuitively organized and learning-oriented chapters, and sub-sections for quick
reference and problem solving. “Try it” exercises at the close of every chapter help
ensure understanding of the content. What You Will Learn Understand key components
to the Microsoft Project 2019 solution Reinforce learning via hands-on exercises with
step-by-step illustrations Build a plan and work breakdown structure, and manage
resources and assignments Utilize enterprise project management for creating a
project, monitoring, controlling, and tracking Export and communicate project
information to an external audience Who This Book Is For Project managers with
limited time and resources who need to maximize their efficiency with Microsoft Project
Answer keys and supporting PowerPoint slides are available for academic instructors
upon request.
The quick way to learn Microsoft Project 2019! This is learning made easy. Get more
done quickly with Microsoft Project 2019. Jump in wherever you need answers–brisk
lessons and informative screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step. Other
Project users will want to grab this book as well. Quickly start new plans, build task lists,
and assign resources View resource capacity and track progress Capture and fine-tune
work and cost details Visualize schedules with Gantt charts and other views and reports
Consolidate projects, and share resources across plans Manage modern Agile projects
(James Mills, Jr., contributor) Customize Project to maximize your efficiency Leverage
improvements to task linking, timelines, and accessibility Master PM best practices
while you learn Project Look up just the tasks and lessons you need
Do you need to learn how to use Microsoft Teams? Are you questioning how to drive
user adoption, govern content, and manage access for your Teams deployment? Either
way, Mastering Microsoft Teams is your one-stop-shop to learning everything you need
to know to find success with Microsoft Teams. Microsoft’s new chat-based
collaboration software has many rich features that enable teams to be more efficient,
and save valuable time and resources. However, as with all software, there is a
learning curve and pitfalls that should be avoided. Begin by learning the core
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components and use cases for Teams. From there the authors guide you through ideas
to create governance and adoption plans that make sense for your organization or
customer. Wrap up with an understanding of features and services in progress, and a
road map to the future of the product. What You'll Learn Implement, use, and manage
Microsoft Teams Understand how Teams drives productivity and engagement by
combining the functionality of Microsoft Groups, SharePoint, OneDrive, Outlook, and
other services in one location Govern, explain, and use Teams in your organization
Know the pitfalls to avoid that may create challenges in your usage of Teams Become
familiar with the functionality and components of Teams via walkthroughs, including
opportunities for automating business processes in Teams Who This Book Is For
Anyone who wants to learn Microsoft Teams. To get the most out of the book, a basic
understanding of Office 365 and a subscription, including a Microsoft Teams license, is
useful.
"Heavily influenced by the objective domain for the Microsoft Certified Professional
Exam 74-344"--Introduction.
In the race to compete in today’s fast-moving markets, large enterprises are busy
adopting new technologies for creating new products, processes, and business models.
But one obstacle on the road to digital transformation is placing too much emphasis on
technology, and not enough on the types of processes technology enables. What if
different lines of business could build their own services and applications—and decisionmaking was distributed rather than centralized? This report explores the concept of a
digital business platform as a way of empowering individual business sectors to act on
data in real time. Much innovation in a digital enterprise will increasingly happen at the
edge, whether it involves business users (from marketers to data scientists) or IoT
devices. To facilitate the process, your core IT team can provide these sectors with the
digital tools they need to innovate quickly. This report explores: Key cultural and
organizational changes for developing business capabilities through cross-functional
product teams A platform for integrating applications, data sources, business partners,
clients, mobile apps, social networks, and IoT devices Creating internal API programs
for building innovative edge services in low-code or no-code environments Tools
including Integration Platform as a Service, Application Platform as a Service, and
Integration Software as a Service The challenge of integrating microservices and
serverless architectures Event-driven architectures for processing and reacting to
events in real time You’ll also learn about a complete pervasive integration solution as
a core component of a digital business platform to serve every audience in your
organization.
Provides information on ways to effectively use the Visual Studio Team System in
collaboration with architects, developers, and testers.
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